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Welcome to issue 114 of HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS, your FREE weekly insight into 
the world of rallying!
 As always, I hope you enjoy this 
week’s exciting edition!

Yours in Rallying,

Evan Rothman

Welcome to H&H!
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McKlein Rally 2010 – The Wider View  

Rallying always was and still remains the world most photogenic branch of motor sport with its 
natural and often stunning backgrounds. The calendar “McKlein Rally 2010 – The Wider View” 
reveals beautiful landscapes, water splashes, jumps as well as technical views in service areas. It 
does all this in an impressive 95-centimetre wide panoramic format. For each month of the year, it 
gives you a choice between two very different pictures for example works cars from the WRC 
teams Ford and Citroen, or pictures of the championship’s other major stars like Marcus Grönholm 
in a Subaru Impreza WRC. Moreover, some images of the latest S2000 cars pay tribute to this 
new formula in rallying as well as the growing interest in the IRC. As last year, the calendar 
contains exclusive background information from McKlein’s photographers on the location where 
the pictures were taken and the camera settings used. 

Technical details: 

• Publisher: McKlein  

• Photos: McKlein  

• Size: 97 x 48 cm  

• Pages: 25  

• Pictures: 43 (choice between two images every month)  

• Extra features: spiral binding, dispatched in a cardboard box 

• ZAR 695.00 including vat excluding postage 

                                               

To place your order contact us on the following number- 

Telephone +27 11 6708400 

E-mail: sales-1@ats-motorsport.co.za 

Website : ats-motorsport.co.za 
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Featuring European rally championships, British rally championships, Rally America 
events, international rally results and videos, as well as S2000 and WRC news.

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF RALLYING

        www.rallybuzz.com

The world’s latest rally news
SEND YOUR TEAM’S NEWS, PRESS RELEASES 
OR UPDATES TO EVAN.HHMAG@GMAIL.COM!

WRC’s Promoters, ISC, re-branded as 
North One Sport for 2010
The promoter of the World Rally Championship, International 
Sportsworld Communicators (ISC), has been re-branded 
as North One Sport. The change, which comes into effect 
immediately, marks a new identity for the company which was 
founded by F1 supremo Bernie Ecclestone in 1982.
 ISC was later acquired by Prodrive boss David 
Richards and Apax Partners in 2000 before its acquisition by 
North One Television in 2007.
 From 2010, North One Sport becomes the WRC’s 
fi rst offi cial Championship Promoter with the overall aim of 
improving the WRC product, extending its reach and appeal, 
and better promoting the Championship as a whole.
 “North One Sport refl ects more succinctly our 
company identity and expertise,” explained the fi rm’s chairman 
Neil Duncanson. “North One is widely regarded as one of 
the most respected sports producers having worked with 
international properties as diverse as the Italian Serie A, the 
NBA Finals and the Rugby World Cup.
 “We have considerable experience in motorsports 
including Formula 1 in the UK on ITV and the Isle of Man 
TT alongside the WRC, in addition to other emerging sports 
properties such as the World Freerun Championships and the 
Velux 5 Oceans.
 “The new name better aligns our corporate brand with 
our vision and reinforces the link between content production 
and promotion in a fast changing media and entertainment 
landscape.”
 Simon Long, CEO of North One Sport said: “The 
change to North One Sport marks the dawn of a new era 
following our appointment as the inaugural Championship 
Promoter for the FIA World Rally Championship. Many people 
still associate ISC with the past and this transition provides 
us with the opportunity to look forward with a more relevant 
corporate identity.”
 In 2008, WRC was covered by 188 countries via 228 
broadcasters, with a total audience of over 633 million plus 12 
million visitors to wrc.com. 2009 will see a total of 12 rallies 
staged across the world in Ireland, Norway, Cyprus, Portugal, 
Argentina, Italy, Greece, Poland, Finland, Australia, Spain and 
Great Britain. For more information please visit www.wrc.com.
- Credit: www.wrc.com and www.rallybuzz.com

TreadZone partners with Rally New 
York for 2010
TreadZone, a Competition Tire Dealer has partnered with Rally 
New York, Ltd. to provide at-event and pre-event rally tyres 
services for Rally New York competitors.
 For New York Winter Rally, TreadZone makes available 
the excellent Hankook W409 I Pike ice and snow tyres studded 
with single-fl ange approved studs. The best news is that 
someone will win four Hankook R201 gravel rally tyres from 
TreadZone at New York Winter Rally. Any entering team is 
eligible to win rally tyres in size of their choice. The set of tyres 

will be awarded through a lottery drawing.
 TreadZone (www.TreadZone.com) will offer complete 
rally tyre service at Rally New York events including expert 
advice, sales, tyre mounting and studding of ice and snow 
tyres. The company has experience with providing similar 
services at other motorsport events. To order call 866-208-
6551.
  Joe Specht, General Manager of TreadZone and a 
man with experience in driving race cars, says about this new 
business relationship:
  “We are excited about this new business opportunity. 
We have been in business for over 30 years and have 12 retail 
locations in southeast Pennsylvania in close proximity to New 
York. We’re also a Distributor for the Pirelli Rally and Road Race 
Competition Tires. The company is the northeast Distributor 
for the Hankook Rally and Road Race Tires and also a Dealer 
for Toyo R888 R-Compound tires for Tarmac Stages and the full 
line of Toyo tyres including the T1R.
  TreadZone has tire-shaving equipment in house to 
shave the competition tyres and has tyre studding equipment 
for special orders. Some of the other manufactures TreadZone 
is a direct Dealer for are Michelin, BFG, Uniroyal, Goodyear, 
and Yokohama. These products are available at 
www.TreadZone.com or call 866-208-6551.
 The upcoming New York Winter Rally on 23 - 24 
January 2010 is the fi rst National Championship rally in North 
America in decades that allows studded snow and ice tyres.
- Credit: Rally New York Media

Pacenotes ANICC 2WD series returns
The popular Pacenotes ANICC 2WD Rally Challenge will return 
for 2010 after a successful opening year. The series will be 
again supported by Simon Mooney, from Pacenotes Rally 
Magazine and will be a must for two wheel drive clubmen on a 
budget with the added bonus of free Challenge registration.
 The Challenge will take in seven clubman tarmac 
events, kicking off with the traditional New Year Stages 
at Kirkistown Race Circuit, Co. Down on the 16th January. 
Regulations and Entry Forms are available at 
www.anicc.org.uk.
 Round two will bring crews to Antrim for the 
Ballypatrick Stages, before Lough Neagh’s event at Moneyglass 
Demesne. Round four will be held on the July Bank holiday at 
Bishopscourt Race Circuit.
 Round fi ve and six will be hosted by Cookstown and 
Eniskillen Motor Club and the challenge will come to a close at 
the Newry & District Motor Club’s Gullion Stages in November.
To keep up to date throughout the years action, join the 
offi cial free newsletter, which will contain Challenge and Event 
Regulations, entry forms, press releases, reports, photos and 
up-to- date Challenge positions.

Pacenotes ANICC 2WD Rally Challenge 2010 Dates:
01) 500 MRCI New Year Stages Rally - (Sat) 16 Jan 
02) Ballypatrick Tarmac Stages Rally - (Sat) 1 May 
03) Lough Neagh Stages - (Sun) 4 Jul 



Advertise 
your business HERE.

Reach your audience with advertisements that directly target rally drivers, 
co-drivers, mechanics and rally enthusiasts. HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS has proven 
that not only motorsport-related product advertisements are responded to. For more 
information or to receive our advertising motivation, please contact Evan at 
evanrothman@gmail.com and at +2783 452 6892. 



04) Ballynahinch Clubmans Stages - (Tue) 13 Jul
05) Cookstown Lafarge Rally - (Sat) 4 Sep 
06) Enniskillen Systems Signs Stages Rally - (Sat) 2 Oct 
07) Gullion Stages Rally (Sat) 28 Nov
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

championship and a cost effective way for young drivers to get 
started in rallying. I am looking forward to getting out there 
and meeting the competitors, most of whom I have already 
heard so much about. Richard has done a great job over the 
last two years and I am pleased to be given the opportunity to 
take over the role.”
- Credit: M-Sport

2010 Citroen Racing Trophy UK 
moves towards C2R2 Max
Details have emerged surrounding this year’s Citroen Racing 
Trophy UK and ahead of an offi cial announcement, Charles 
Hurst, the offi cial appointed UK agent has published outline 
details of the level of prize funding that will be available.
  Citroen Racing in France is fi nalising details with the 
organisers of the MSA British Rally Championship surrounding 
a detailed support package for 2010 but it is confi rmed 
that the UK series will be solely for the Citroen C2R2 Max 
and based wholly on the 2010 British Rally Championship 
regulations, featuring the six rounds, with the best fi ve scores 
to count for the overall title.
 Incentivising performance within the Rally 2 Class, 
Citroen Racing is pledging €5,000 for fi rst place in class 
reducing down to €600 for eigth position, making almost 
€20,000 available on each and every rally to be won. This is 
in addition to a Citroen Racing Trophy UK end of season prize 
fund and awards.
 Interest in the 2010 Citroen Racing Trophy UK series 
is particularly high and coupled with an increased interest from 
Citroen UK, this one make series seems set to grow.
 Charles Hurst from Belfast will continue to provide 
on event technical and parts support on each round of the 
Championship.
 An offi cial announcement detailing the prize fund 
package will be released soon and registrations for the series 
will open in January.
 For more information, up to date news and images 
from all the events on the MSA British Rally Championship, 
visit www.rallybrc.co.uk or its support series, the BRC 
Challenge at www.rallybrcchallenge.co.uk.

Richard Millener moves to M-Sport’s 
Ford Fiesta S2000 team for 2010
Following two successful seasons at the helm, Fiesta 
SportTrophy UK and Ireland co-ordinator Richard Millener has 
announced that he will move on from the position ahead of 
the 2010 campaign. Richard will remain at M-Sport and move 
to the client support department with responsibility for the all 
new M-Sport Ford Fiesta S2000.
 Replacing Richard as FST UK and Ireland co-ordinator 
is Motorsport Engineering graduate, Callum Craw. Callum (23), 
from Galashiels, graduated from the University of Central 
Lancashire, Preston in May 2008. He joined M-Sport just 
over a year ago. Having previously worked in Formula Ford, 
Formula Renault, Ginetta Juniors and karting, Callum brings a 
wide range of motorsport experience to the role. Callum will 
take over the day to day running of FST UK and Ireland from 
January 2010 and will attend all of the events next season.
 The 2010 FST Ireland takes place over 6 single day 
events following the Irish Tarmac championship, beginning 
with the Galway International Rally on the 5th-7th February 
2010. The FST events consist of the stages used on the fi rst 
day of the international competition, with the competitors 
then having the option to continue on day two and score Irish 
Tarmac Championship points. The format gives competitors the 
chance to learn the daunting Irish stages in a cost effective yet 
competitive manner. Both the existing Group N Fiesta ST and 
the new Fiesta R2 are eligible to score championship points. All 
six scores count to the fi nal championship standings, with the 
winner receiving a drive on Rally Condroz, Belgium, in a Fiesta 
R2.
 For 2010, FST UK competitors will have the choice 
of two championships to compete in. The Fiesta SportTrophy, 
which is open to drivers in both the Fiesta ST and Fiesta R2, 
begins with the Malcolm Wilson Rally on the 6th March 2010. 
The championship then moves on to follow the entire British 
Rally Championship series with competitors getting the chance 
to compete the same legendary stages in the series, as well 
as competing at an International level. Competitors will count 
their six top scores from the seven events in the series. The 
overall winner will receive a supported drive in a Fiesta R2 on 
the Rally of Scotland, the fi nal round of the Intercontinental 
Rally Challenge.
 The second UK series, which is new for 2010, is the 
Fiesta SportChallenge. This is only open to the well proven 
Fiesta ST and also begins with the Malcolm Wilson Rally on 
the 6th March 2010. The championship then follows the fi rst 
fi ve rounds of the British Rally Championship Challenge series. 
Competitors will have the chance to compete on 45 to 60 stage 
miles of the full international rallies at a cost effective price. 
All six scores make up the fi nal championship standings with 
the winner receiving a supported drive in a Fiesta R2 on the 
International Rally Yorkshire, the fi nal round of the FST UK and 
British Rally Championship.
 As well as the prize drives the three winners will gain 
an entry to the end of season FST “Shootout” and the chance 
of winning a years employment with M Sport.
 Callum Craw said: “I am really excited about starting 
my new role as FST UK and Ireland co-ordinator. It is a great 

Pierre Campana to compete on the 
Monte Carlo Rally in Renault Clio
Frenchman Pierre Campana will compete on the Monte Carlo 
Rally from 19 - 23 January: the oldest and most prestigious 
event in the history of the sport.
 Once more the young Corsican will drive a Renault 
Clio R3 run by the Italian Munaretto team, which he drove 
to category victory on the Sanremo Rally in September and 
took to third overall in the 2009 West European Clio Trophy - 
despite only participating in two events.   
 In 2010, the 24-year-old aims to get his season off 
to a spectacular start with the Monte Carlo Rally, the opening 
round of the Intercontinental Rally Challenge. Pierre, who is 
managed by Quadra Sports, will once more run on tyres from 
BFGoodrich.
 This will be Pierre’s fi rst attempt at the all-asphalt 
Monte Carlo Rally, which has been won in the past by all the 
true legends of the sport. Nonetheless, he is hopeful of another 
strong result against what is sure to be an extremely high-
quality fi eld over a long and demanding route. 
 Adding to the challenge of the Monte Carlo Rally is 



uncertain weather, with snow and ice a frequent feature of the 
action. One of the most crucial elements to success is making 
the correct tyre choices, as whole minutes can be won or 
lost over a single stage. While the Monte traditionally favours 
experience, Pierre’s smooth yet progressive driving style and 
carefully-judged pace notes should allow him to make the most 
of the opportunity that has been put before him.   
 “The Monte Carlo Rally is an event that I used to 
watch and dream about as a child, so to fi nd myself actually 
taking the start is an incredible experience,” said Pierre. “I 
would like to sincerely thank everyone who has made this 
possible and my aim is to reward their faith on the stages. 
The rally’s colossal reputation speaks for itself and of course it 
will all be brand new to both myself and my co-driver Sabrina 
de Castelli. However, we have proved in the past that we are 
capable of scoring some good results even on rallies that we 
do not know, so this will once more be our objective in Monte 
Carlo. I know that the team will give us a good car, so now it is 
down to us to deliver.”   
 Following a start ceremony and qualifying stage 
in Valence on Tuesday 19 January the rally route takes 
competitors over some classic stages in the Ardeche region, 
before concluding on Friday with four night stages over the 
mythical Col de Turini in front of thousands of fans. Eurosport, 
which runs the Intercontinental Rally Challenge, will broadcast 
14 hours of live television from the event.   
 Pierre is currently fi nalising his plans for the 2010 
season, which is likely to see him compete on the West 
European Clio Trophy as well as on selected other events.   
- Credit: Quadra Sports

Marc Van Dalen tips Jan Kopecky as 
Kris Meeke’s biggest rival in 2010
With 14 days to go until the start of Rallye Automobile 
Monte-Carlo, Marc van Dalen has identifi ed Jan Kopecky as 
the biggest threat to his lead driver, Kris Meeke, successfully 
defending his Intercontinental Rally Challenge title.
 Van Dalen is the boss of the Kronos Racing team, 
which runs the Northern Irishman in a Peugeot UK-backed 207 
Super 2000. He believes Kopecky’s versatility will make him a 
strong contender to Meeke’s crown.
 “Apart from Kris, Kopecky is the strongest driver in 
the IRC,” van Dalen said. “He’s very fast on every surface so 
he will be one of the more diffi cult drivers to beat. At the same 
time, Juho Hanninen, his team-mate at Skoda, can also be a 
contender on some occasions.”
 Kopecky fi nished second to Meeke in the 2009 IRC 
Drivers’ standings courtesy of wins in Czech Republic and 
Spain. He will be one of the favourites to win Rallye Automobile 
Monte-Carlo, which opens the 2010 IRC season on 19 January.
- Credit: www.ircseries.com

Federico Villagra is rumoured to be 
considering return to WRC in 2010
Federico Villagra is rumoured to be considering a return to 
the World Rally Championship this year. As in 2009 and his 
previous years in WRC, he will drive a Munchi’s-backed Ford 
Focus RS WRC. The Argentinean rally star will be conducting a 
number of tests in February, with the aim of competing in WRC 
Rally Mexico, WRC Rally Jordan, WRC Rally New Zealand, WRC 
Rally Portugal, WRC Rally Spain, WRC Rally Japan and WRC 
Rally France.
 His best performance in 2009 was his fourth place 
position fi nish in WRC Rally Greece.
 In addition to his rumoured WRC participation, 
he will also be contesting all 11 rounds of the Argentinean 
National Rally Championship in a Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution 
X and a Ford Fiesta S2000 on the Argentinean round of the 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge series.
- Credit: http://wrc.is.free.fr

Galway International Rally action 
heating up for 2010’s edition
With the 2010 Safety Direct Galway International Rally fast 
approaching, the village of Oranmore is preparing for an action 
packed fi rst weekend in February. Preparations are progressing 
at a frantic pace with the date for the offi cial launch to be 
announced shortly. As a result of the severe fl ooding that hit 
south Galway before the Christmas, rally offi cials have been 
busy over the festive period putting the fi nishing touches 
to route revisions and revised road closing applications in 
preparation for the big event.
 The one thing that is for certain is that the village 
of Oranmore will be alive and kicking for the rally weekend. 
Friday night’s ceremonial start will take place in the heart of 
the village, while centralised service on both the Saturday and 
Sunday will take place in the Oran Precast grounds. Sunday 
evening will see the winning crews return to Oranmore village 
for the fi nish ramp ceremony.
 Top entrants so far for the opening round of the Irish 
Tarmac Championship are Tim Mc Nulty and David Moynihan, 
in their Subaru S12B, Galway Summer Rally winners Kevin 
Barrett and Sean Mullally in their S11 and local crew JJ 
Fleming and David Hogan in another Subaru, while massive 
interest will be focused on multi award-winning Craig Breen, 
who will give the brand new Ford Fiesta S2000 its World debut 
on tarmac. This new car is the most important to be developed 
by M-Sport in recent years as it will form the basis of the 
works Ford WRC challenger for 2011.
 The Safety Direct Galway International Rally will run 
from the 5 - 7 February, with rally HQ again being located in 
the Clayton Hotel Ballybrit. Further information can be found 
on the event website: 
http://www.galwayinternationalrally.com/
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Autosport International Show will 
display 30 years of WRC cars
The excitement of 30 years of the World Rally Championship 
both on display and live, will be startling attractions at 
Autosport International, held 14 - 17 January 2010 at the NEC 
in Birmingham.
 Ten of these spectacular machines are due to appear 
on the Motorsport News World Rally Feature. Leading the 
way for the home fans will be two of Prodrive’s Subarus that 
Britain’s only World Rally champions scored success with. The 
1995 title-winner Colin McRae’s Impreza 555 will be there 
alongside the 2000 Safari Rally Subaru Impreza WRC that 
2001 champion Richard Burns took to victory in Kenya.
 For those who want to see and hear the cars in their 
full glory, legendary cars from Audi and Lancia will be running 
in the infamous Live Action Arena. The stunning Group B 
Audi Sport Quattro will be in the hands of 1984 World Rally 
Champion, Stig Blomqvist, while the iconic Lancia Stratos 
from the early 1970s, still considered by many to be the best 
looking, and sounding, rally car ever built, will be put through 
its paces by triple British Rally Champion Mark Higgins.
 The World Rally Feature takes show visitors into the 
’80s as well, with 1982 champion Walter Rohrl’s Opel Ascona 
400 representing the early years of the series. Alongside the 
Opel will be the spectacular Group B Peugeot 205 T16 that won 
the 1985 and ’86 championships driven by Timo Salonen and 
Juha Kannunen respectively.
 Other notable machines on the display include the 
Group A Lancia Delta Integrale, a Mitsubishi Lancer, the Ford 
Focus WRC, and that perennial rally fan’s favourite, the MG 
Metro 6R4. Bringing 30 years of modern era world rallying up-
to-date will be Sebastien Loeb’s championship-winning Citroen 
C4.
 “This is a fantastic selection of cars from the last 30 
years of world rallying,” said Autosport International Show 
Director Ian France. “Every year the Rally Feature display is 
one of the most popular aspects of the show, and with some 
of the sport’s legendary world championship cars running in 
the Live Action Arena, January’s show really promises to be a 
wonderful spectacle for every rally fan.”
For more information, visit www.autosport-international.com.
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com
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Block, the 2005 Rally America Rookie of 
the Year and a three-time medalist at 
X Games, has cultivated a tremendous 
following with his Gymkhana videos on 
YouTube. 
 In 2010, Block will campaign 
a Ford Focus in the FIA World Rally 
Championship (WRC) and a Ford Fiesta 
in Rally America and X Games.
 “I am stoked to be rallying in a 
Ford. They are an impressive force in the 
sport,” said Ken Block. “From the days of 
the 1970s Escorts to the Group B RS200 
to the modern-day Focus and now the 
Fiesta, Ford just does an excellent job 
at rally and I couldn’t be happier to now 
be part of this amazing heritage. Not to 
mention my dad would be proud. He was 
a dedicated Ford guy.”
 “Ken Block has established 
himself as an action sports competitor 
and a rising star in the world of 
American rally racing,” said Jamie 
Allison, director Ford North America 
Motorsports. “We are excited to have 
him on our team to help promote our 
new global products, the 2011 Ford 
Fiesta and 2012 Ford Focus.”
 Rallying is a crucial part of 
Ford’s global motorsports strategy 

and provides the company with the 
opportunity to showcase the true 
performance capabilities of Ford’s 
products. 
 Since its support of rallying 
began, Ford has won three WRC titles 
and 73 individual events. And, last year 
in North America, Ford’s participation in 
the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb 
and X Games 15 were key elements for 
the launch of the Ford Fiesta for the U.S.
 “Thanks to our participation 
in WRC, rallying has always played a 
key role in Ford’s global motorsports 
programs,” said Allison. “Ford is the only 
manufacturer that could provide Ken 
with global rally opportunities.” 
 “We’re delighted that Ken Block 
has chosen to team up with Ford to 
develop his rallying activities beyond 
America and into the global arena,” said 
Gerard Quinn, Ford of Europe’s senior 
motorsports manager. “Ford and its U.K.-
based rally partner, M-Sport, is looking 
forward to welcoming Ken to the wider 
team of talented rally drivers using Ford 
vehicles to compete in this demanding 
sport at the highest level internationally.”

Ford Motor Company announced today that it is teaming 
up with Ken Block, the California-based action sports 
icon-turned-rally driver, for future global motorsports 
opportunities.

KEN BLOCK HEADS TO WRC FOR 2010

About Ken Block
Ken Block’s rally career began in 2005.  His skill and 
car control were quickly apparent and Block was 
aptly named Rookie of the Year in the Rally America 
Championship.  Since then, he has continued to race 
in the series, boasting a healthy number of podium 
appearances, as well as X Games medals.  In addition 
to his performance in the car, Block has been a driving 
force in shining a spotlight on the sport of rally in the 
United States.  Before entering motorsports, Block co-
founded DC Shoes, a worldwide leader in performance 
skateboarding shoes and a renowned action sports 
brand.  His keen sense of marketing not only helped 
elevate DC to their current status, but it has also 
allowed Block to achieve global fame as a national 
rally driver through his very successful viral video 
campaigns.  Ad Age named his Gymkhana TWP fi lm 
the No. 4 Viral Video of 2009.

About Ford North
America Motorsports
Ford North America Motorsports, based in Dearborn, 
Michigan, is responsible for major racing operations 
in North America, including NASCAR (Sprint Cup, 
Nationwide Series, Camping World Trucks), Grand 
American sports car racing, NHRA drag racing, USAC 
midget car racing and the Ford Racing Mustang 
Challenge for the Miller Cup. The department also 
oversees the development and marketing of Ford 
Racing Engines and Performance Parts, the outreach 
programs with all Ford Clubs and Ford enthusiasts, 
and the marketing of the Ford Racing brand through 
initiatives such as Team Ford Racing. For more 
information regarding Ford Racing’s activities, please 
visit www.fordracing.com. 

Story by Ford Racing
Picture by www.worldrallypics.com
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The four-time Rally America Champion 
and nine-time X Games Gold Medalist 
broke boundaries and accelerated 
himself in to the history books by 
accomplishing an amazing feat of skill 
and calculated risk at Red Bull: New 
Year. No Limits.
 At approximately 9:00 p.m. 
local time (midnight ET), Pastrana 
launched his Subaru Impreza STI rally 
car off the Pine Avenue Pier in Long 
Beach at 91 miles per hour, soaring 
269 feet over Rainbow Harbor and 
successfully landing on a fl oating barge. 
The jump put Pastrana almost 100 feet 
over the former record, which stood at 
171 feet. 
 Red Bull: New Year. No Limits. 
was telecast live on ESPN/ESPN HD to a 
worldwide audience and was witnessed 
live in Long Beach by more than 75,000 
fans, according to authorities.
 “I was really nervous all day 
long, but when I got in the car I felt 

really calm,” said Pastrana. “It was 
defi nitely a lot more fun than any of my 
practice runs, and when I landed, man 
did that retaining wall come up fast! I’m 
just happy the car and I didn’t end up 
in the drink. What a way to head into 
2010!”
 Pastrana is a pioneer in his 
sport - he completed the fi rst ever 
double back fl ip on a motorcycle, has 
jumped out of an airplane without a 
parachute, and now offi cially holds the 
world record for the longest jump in a 
rally car. After successfully completing 
the record jump, Pastrana celebrated 
by performing a back fl ip off the landing 
ramp into Rainbow Harbor.
 Pastrana’s successful feat 
follows in the footsteps of fellow 
motorsports athletes Robbie Maddison 
and Rhys Millen, who rang in the last two 
New Year’s Eve celebrations by pushing 
their physical, mental and technical 
limits to break boundaries and records, 
in front of thousands of fans in Las 
Vegas and millions of viewers on ESPN.

On New Year’s Eve, action sports icon Travis Pastrana made 
history in Long Beach, California, ringing in 2010 with a 
bang. 

PASTRANA SOARS TO NEW RECORD

Credit: www.RallyBuzz.com
Pictures by

All images: Red Bull USA

With the FIFA Football World Cup taking place this year, 
here is a way to put Travis’ feat into perspective: a 
football pitch is 100m, and he leaped 81,9m across it! 
Awe-inspiring, if not terrifying, to contemplate...

On YouTube: Click Here
Travis Pastrana: The Boy, The Man, The Legend
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31Zxh3ty0NQ



FEATURES

When did you start your planning?  
Your testing? When will you show 
up at the Long Beach site?
VSC: Vermont SportsCar started work 
on this project in August once Red Bull 
approached us with the idea.  The team 
will be onsite in Long Beach beginning 
Dec 28th.

How do you practice a jump like 
this? Where? How often?
VSC: We did three different multi-day 
practice sessions, each with multiple 
practice jumps. The fi rst test session 
utilized a dirt take-off and landing so 
the ramps were easily modifi ed and 
adjusted. During that fi rst session we did 
several smaller distance jumps just to 
dial in the angles of the jump and begin 
testing how the car fl ew.  
 In the second test session we 
began using the actual take-off ramp 
that would be used on New Year’s eve, 
but still were landing on a dirt ramp. We 
gradually increased jump distances by 
moving the take-off ramp back. 
 Then on the third session we 
utilized both the actual take-off ramp 
and actual landing ramp that would be 
used on New Year’s Eve, so we basically 
re-created the event jump conditions 
as best we could, including jumping 
at night. The tests were all done in a 
private location.

I’m told you prepared three cars 
(I’m assuming the cars were 
prepped by Vermont Sports Cars?!)  
Were any harmed in the making of 
this stunt?
VSC: Vermont SportsCar prepared 
two cars; a primary jump car and a 
spare car. The primary jump car was 
heavily damaged in a crash at the end 
of the fi rst test session, however it was 
repaired at our shop and then returned 
to California for the second test session.  
The spare care was never used in any of 
the test sessions.

Did you do some computer modeling 
before you even started testing?
VSC: We didn’t, but Red Bull did.

Did you learn anything that might 

translate to the rally program? 
VSC: Not specifi cally, although we have 
gained further knowledge with regard to 
optimizing car setup for large jumps like 
these - however we only see jumps like 
these in the X Games.

Was there any rally technology that 
was used in the stunt project?
VSC: Well the jump car is a rally car, 
so there was plenty of rally technology 
used. Our rally suspension, that we have 
developed with EXE-TC got the most use 
obviously!

What can you tell me about the 
car? The horsepower? The torque?  
His speed at takeoff? His speed at 
landing? The altitude of the jump?
VSC: The car is a Vermont SportsCar 
prepared 2009 Subaru Impreza WRX 
STI. The car is built to VSC’s 2009 Rally 
America Open Class specifi cations, the 
same spec that Pastrana drove in 2009 
and won his fourth consecutive Rally 
America National Championship with. 
 However the engine and turbo 
are slightly de-tuned from competition 
spec. The engine makes over 400hp 
and 450 lb-ft of torque. Its got the full 
compliment of competition spec safety 
equipment such as roll cage, RECARO 
carbon-Kevlar race seat with HANS 
device, fi re suppression system etc…  
 Also the passenger seat was 
removed to accommodate production 
equipment, cameras etc... 

Travis mentioned that the Subaru 
rally wing was included on the 
car, how did you learn that it was 
needed to help the car fl y better? Or 
further?
VSC: Our competition spec rally wing 
was included on the car from the start.  
From past jump experience we knew the 
wing helped the car fl y a bit more level 
so we included it on the car. We knew 
there was a possibility that at higher 
speeds the wing may begin to have 
a detrimental effect, by providing too 
much downforce and lifting the nose up.  
However, throughout testing that never 
became a problem.

Did Travis’ weight on one side of the 
car affect the way the car fl ew in the 
air?

VSC: Yes. We made provisions to add 
ballast to the passenger side of the car 
to even things out. We ended up needing 
a bit less ballast in the end because 
most of the production equipment was 
affi xed to the fl oor of the car where 
the passenger seat used to be, so that 
added some weight.

How big is the crew that built the 
cars?
VSC: Anywhere from fi ve to ten Vermont 
SportsCar employees have a direct hand 
in building the cars when they are fi rst 
prepared.

How many will be there at the jump?
VSC: We’ll have fi ve team members 
there. 

Any names, crew positions and 
titles?
VSC: Lance Smith (Team Principal), Clint 
Fast (Team Manager), Gregg Hamilton 
(Technician), David Paul (Technician) 
and Chris Yandell (Marketing Director).

Are many in this crew part of the 
championship crew Travis uses at 
Rally America events?
VSC: Yes, we are all the same crew 
essentially. However Travis Pastrana’s 
usual number one Technician from the 
2009 Rally America season will not be at 
the event, although he was involved in 
the tests.

Finally, What did you think when 
someone fi rst came to you and said, 
‘This is what we want to do...?’
VSC: Well we have done lots of crazy 
things in the past few years and have 
jumped many rally cars in different 
situations. But once we heard that it was 
over water and onto a barge it certainly 
made us pause and think if this was 
really a smart idea or not! 

The following is a Q&A session with Vermont SportsCar 
spokesman Chris Yandell on the background and preparation 
for the jump.

LEARNING TO FLY

Story by Vermont SportsCar
Pictures by Red Bull USA
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DAKAR: ARGENTINA - CHILE 2010
01 - 17 January 2010

SS1: Saturday 02 Jan
Buenos Aires - Cordoba
Liaison: 349km
Special Stage: 259km
Liaison: 84km
Behind the handlebars of a brand new 
450cc, David Casteu has thrown the 
proverbial cat amongst the pigeons 
on the fi rst stage of the Dakar. He has 
taken the lead in the general standings 
with the day’s best time in front of the 
two favourites for outright victory, Cyril 
Despres and Marc Coma. 
 He is someone always full of 
surprises; like setting up his own team 
for instance, with French constructor 
Sherco, grabbing the opportunity thrown 
up by the switch over to 450cc for all the 
competitors in the bike race in the near 
future. David Casteu, often arbitrator in 
proceedings between Cyril Despres and 
Marc Coma, and second in the Dakar in 
2007 and fourth in 2009, has chosen to 
challenge his rivals on a newly-designed 
and less powerful bike. The road is still 
long, but this bold decision has already 
been rewarded on the fi rst special 
stage of the 2010 edition, in which the 
rider from Nice scored the day’s best 
time, 3sec ahead of Cyril Despres, and 
12sec in front of title holder Marc Coma 
The gaps are small in light of what 

still awaits them, but this stage win is 
symbolically signifi cant for brave David.
 In the series of confrontations 
between big and small that are on the 
menu, David Fretigne, on his Yamaha 
450cc, was more discrete than Casteu, 
fi nishing in sixth position in the day’s 
standings, almost three minutes off 
the lead. For the return of Aprilia to 
the Dakar, Francisco Lopez, also riding 
a 450cc, took fi fth place, 02min 42sec 
behind Casteu, but also nearly a minute 
behind Jordi Viladoms, who fi nished in 
fourth.
 After having collected 12 stage 
victories on a bike, Joan “Nani” Roma 
also marked the day with a second 
victory in his category, by winning the 
day’s special stage. For the former 
winner of the bike category (2004), the 
day’s performance has added fl avour, 
one year after having put in the best 
time in the special stage fi nishing in 
Cordoba. For this year, Roma has joined 
Team BMW X-Raid with team-mate 
Stephane Peterhansel and spent several 
weeks optimising the potential of the X3 
through many adjustments. The success 
enjoyed at the end of this 199km special 
stage is therefore a reward for hard 
work and a sign of renewal. Indeed, 
the man they will now call the “King of 
Cordoba” also pulled out all the stops to 
take control of the general standings: 
he leads Carlos Sainz by 02min 07sec. 

Taking the world by storm, the 2010 edition of the Dakar 
Rally held in Argentina and Chile has attracted the attention 
of the world’s media. This year’s motorsport extravaganza is 
even more competitive and has already produced some close 
rallying in its fi rst week. HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS brings 
you a stage-stage account of the fi rst six days of this mighty 
marathon event.

DAKAR 2010 TAKES WORLD BY STORM

Calendar of Events
• 02 - 16 January: Dakar Rally in Argentina and Chile
• 09 January: Rest day in Antofagasta
• 17 January: Podium fi nish in Buenos Aires

Story by www.dakar.com / ASO.

Above, left to right: Nasser Al-Attiyah; Mark Miller and Mauricio Neves. Credit: Volkswagen Motorsport.



BMW’s satisfaction does not end there: 
Stephane Peterahnsel took third place, 
02min 50sec behind the leader.
 In spite of Roma’s sparkling 
victory, the result of the fi rst stage is not 
alarming for rivals Volkswagen, because 
Nasser Al Attiyah (03min 29sec behind 
the leader) and Giniel De Villiers (04min 
31sec behind) make up the rest of the 
Top Five. Furthermore, it is already 
becoming evident that reliability and 
mechanical problems will have their 
role to play throughout the race. Team 
X-Raid encountered their fi rst mishaps 
when Guerlain Chicherit was halted by 
engine problems thirty kilometres from 
the fi nishing line.
 In the truck race, Vladimir 
Chagin gave an authoritative start as is 
customary. The team leader with Kamaz 
beat Ales Loprais, who already seems 
to be his most threatening rival, only 27 
sec behind. However, history is on the 
Tsar’s side. The last two times he won 
the fi rst stage of a Dakar rally, in 2006 
in Portimao and in 2004 in Narbonne, 
Chagin fi nished the event as outright 
winner. Perhaps it is a sign of a sixth 
triumph!

SS2: Sunday 03 Jan
Cordoba - La Rioja
Liaison: 56km
Special Stage: 355km
Liaison: 276km
After David Casteu, it is the turn of 
David Fretigne to confi rm the great 
potential of the 450cc bikes on this 
edition of the Dakar. Riding a Yamaha 
he has been designing and refi ning 
since 2004 to try and get to the ultimate 

victory, the multiple enduro-racing 
French champion won - on the road to 
La Rioja - his fi rst stage victory in Latin 
America. 
 Last year, Fretigne had reached 
the fi nal podium fi nishing third without 
however increasing his number of stage 
victories. Moreover, Fretigne had not 
had the pleasure of any stage victory 
since his last special stage victory on the 
2006 Dakar between Tambacounda and 
Dakar. This eighth stage victory also has 
a particular meaning in the context of 
the fi ght between big and small-engine 
bikes. The new rule adopted to rebalance 
the power of the bikes could be opening 
up new opportunities to Fretigne, but 
also to David Casteu, who was the 
second fastest today and arrives 43sec 
behind the day’s winner.
 First, the situation was no 
reason to worry for title holder Marc 
Coma, who had lost 01min 08sec to 
Fretigne on the trail, but who was still 
in ambush 37sec behind Casteu in 
the – provisional – overall standings, 
because once he got to the bivouac, the 
title holder was told that he had been 
imposed a penalty for speeding when 
crossing a village in yesterday’s special 
stage. This negligence costs him 22min 
and brings him to a low 14th place in the 
overall standings. 
 Cyril Despres, who arrived 
fourth today, lost 02min 50sec to 
Fretigne but becomes second in the rally 
raid’s hierarchy 02min 10sec behind 
David Casteu just 4sec ahead of the 
day’s hero. 
 If the 450cc are all-in-all fairly 
at ease in the beginning of the rally 
raid, the one of Frans Verhoeven, who 

Technical Details: BMW X3 CC
Engine:
6 Cylinder; 3 Litre Variable Twin turbodiesel
286 HP at 4 000rpm
650 Nm @ 2100 rpm
Top speed: Approx. 182 km/h

Transmission:
Gearbox: Sadev 5 or 6 gear sequential 
Clutch: AP Racing - Sinter metallic
Differentials: X-trac
     
Body:
Space-frame chassis developed by Heggemann
Body is made of Carbon-Kevlar
Front subframe: Heggemann
     
Brakes:
6 Piston by AP Racing
     
Tyres:
4 Rims by BBS
4 Tyres by BF Goodrich
Spare Wheels: 3  

Suspension:
Independent Suspension
Front and rear: Reiger Racing dampers with reservoir 
with 250 mm travel

Dimensions:
Length: 4 650 mm
Width: 2 000 mm
Height: 1 850 mm
Dry weight: approx. 1850 kg
Wheel base: 2 850 mm
Track width: 1 815 mm
Fuel Tank: 420L capacity
Seats: 2

Roll Cage:
FIA spec by Heggemann

Tripmaster:
Standard - Easytrip, Coralba

Above: Guerlain Chicherit and Tina Thorner. Credit: www.x-raid.de



is testing a brand new BMW model, has 
had serious trouble since the beginning 
of the special stage today. After breaking 
his gear box, the Dutch rider - who 
fi nished eighth in 2009 - waited for his 
assistance hoping to be able to get back 
in the saddle but was fi nally forced to 
withdraw.   
 In the cars category, the wind 
is also blowing in a new direction to 
the full benefi t of Volkswagen, winning 
its fi rst Dakar special stage thanks to 
Nasser Al Attiyah. The Qatari driver, who 
had already won four special stages in 
a previous life with BMW X-Raid, keeps 
collecting successes behind the wheels 
of a Race Touareg. 
 On the side of the German 
manufacturer, the day ends with a 
major show of power. If Al Attiyah was 
announced as the star new recruit for 
the team, Volkswagen had been more 
discreet on the potential of another 
driver, Brazil’s Mauricio Neves, who 
achieved third position in the day’s 
ranking. The winner of the Rally dos 
Sertoes was just faster than Carlos Sainz 
and Mark Miller, who complete the - 
mainly VW Blue - Top Five.   
 The day was tougher on the 
BMW crowd as Nani Roma, who was 
opening the trail in the rain, only took 
2km to make a double somersault and 
end up in the gulch. The incident was 
harmless but cost the Spaniard a good 
15min and his fi rst place in the general 
standings now going to Al Attiyah. The 
X-Raid clan can nevertheless rejoice at 
the demonstration of driving of Guerlain 
Chicherit. Despite new electronic 
problems that brought his engine to fail 
several time, he managed to squeeze 
onto the day’s podium ranking second of 
the stage 01min 08sec behind his former 
team mate Nasser Al Attiyah. 
 Blue was also the color of 
the day in the truck category with the 
victory of the most famous chief of the 
Kamaz squad. Vladimir Chagin won his 
second consecutive stage and more 
importantly puts - for the time being - 
some great distance between him and 
a serious contender called Ales Loprais. 
The driver of the Czech Tatra truck who 
went off trail at km 140 completely tore 
the front left part of his truck. Today 
only Loprais will be loosing hours.

SS3: Monday 04 Jan
La Rioja - Fiambala
Liaison: 259km
Special Stage: 182km
Liaison: 0km

The fi rst sand dunes of the Dakar 2010 
gave Cyril Despres the opportunity to 
take control of the rally on the stage 
leading to Fiambala. Before even leaving 
Argentina, on a relatively short stage, 
the race leaders were confronted with 
the hazards of sand.
 Over a distance of 182 km, the 
Frenchman opened up a gap of 10min 
40sec over Helder Rodrigues, second in 
the special. The Portuguese rider has 
therefore placed himself as a legitimate 
pretender for the podium, especially 
with the rhythm at which mishaps are 
occurring. 
 After the petrol problems of 
Francisco “Chaleco” Lopez and the false 

withdrawal of Frans Verhoeven, who 
eventually rejoined the race after several 
hours spent changing his engine, today 
it was the turn of Marc Coma and David 
Casteu to encounter problems.   
 In fact, the title holder had 
a real struggle with his machine. 
Admittedly he started with the best time 
at CP1 (after 74 km), but his progression 
to the fi nishing line took a turn for 
the worse. He had to stop many times 
to calm a “spluttering” engine, losing 
21min on Despres, the new leader of the 
general standings. It never rains, it only 
pours, and this bad news for Coma came 
with the blow of losing his right-hand 
man on this third stage.

Top: Mark Miller and Ralph Pitchford. Above left: Giniel de Villiers in front and Mauricio Neves behind. Above 
right: Mark Miller and Ralph Pitchford. Credit: Volkswagen Motorsport



 Jordi Viladoms, who was 
celebrating his 30th birthday today, fell 
heavily on the special. The Catalan was 
transported by helicopter to the bivouac 
for medical attention and was forced to 
abandon the race, his third withdrawal in 
four participations. 
 David Casteu, who won the fi rst 
special stage, was also forced to slow 
down, fi rstly, to avoid the engine of his 
Sherco overheating, then secondly to 
lend a hand to his rival and nonetheless 
friend Marc Coma. However, a battery 
failure temporarily stopped him from 
restarting afterwards! 
 David Fretigne, who also faced 
diffi culties on the second half of the 
stage, was also amongst the favourites 
who lost time: at the end of the stage 
to Fiambala, he is already several hours 
behind Despres.   
 In the car race, the contact with 
the sand was also a diffi cult experience 
for some of the favourites, but not for 
Stephane Peterhansel, who greedily 
gobbled up the sand dunes on his path. 
Starting in 6th this morning, the three 
times winner overtook all his rivals with 
the minimum of fuss, including the 
speedy VWs of Carlos Sainz and Nasser 
Al Attiyah. At the end of the special, 
the advantage gained by Peterhansel’s 
amounted to several minutes: Sainz was 
5min 44sec behind on the day’s stage 
and in the general standings, the new 
commander of the rally boasts a lead of 
4min 33sec over the Spaniard.   
For the new recruit at BMW X-Raid, a 
team that had not experienced the joy of 
a stage victory since the 2006 edition, it 
is a fi rst step towards the goal of a tenth 
Dakar triumph.   
 For some competitors, the 
ambition of outright victory was 
annihilated between La Rioja and 
Fiambala. Firstly, the game is over 
for title holder Giniel De Villiers, who 
had to stop after 50 km due to engine 
problems. As a result, the South African 
has lost all chances of a double. The 
situation is also complicated for Robby 
Gordon, whose Hummer lost a fair 
amount of minutes on the leaders. As 
for Nani Roma, winner of the fi rst special 
stage in the rally, he got stuck in a hole 
after skidding off the road at the 92 
km point. The hours spent waiting for 
his assistance team also mean that his 
dreams of outright victory have been 
broken.   
 The truck category was marked 
by a notable event on completion of the 
day’s special, even if Vladimir Chagin 
winning is not at all unusual. In fact, 
it has become so customary that the 
Russian grabbed his 50th victory today, 
placing the Tsar on level terms with 
the record of Ari Vatanen. He can now 
concentrate on another record: the 
number of titles in the truck rally, still 
held by Karel Loprais. In any case, it will 
not be the latest representative of the 
Czech dynasty who will upset his plans: 
Ales Loprais’s mechanical problems 
yesterday meant he was not even able 
to start today’s stage.

SS4: Tuesday 05 Jan
Fiambala - Copiapo
Liaison: 394km
Special Stage: 203km
Liaison: 32km
Rally raid experience teaches that 
victories are built in the long run. After 
losing more than 40 minutes in two 
days on grounds of penalty and multiple 
failures of a moody engine, title holder 
Marc Coma is fi ghting hard to regain 
ground in the general standings. The 
arrival in Chile and the fi rst contact with 
the Atacama Desert were the playground 
of Marc Coma’s demonstration of full 
mastery. After starting ninth today, the 
Catalan fi nishes with the best clock of 
the day after passing by along the trail 
the likes of Street, Manca and Duclos. 
Focused and effi cient the rider may now 
see the fruits of his hard work upon 
arrival. He beat Casteu (second) by 
2min 04sec and stole 3min 14sec back 
to Despres (third), who was in charge of 
opening the trail today. In the end the 
day’s good work pushes Coma up three 
places in the overall standings putting 
him sixth 36min 50sec behind Cyril 
Despres. 
 Behind the top trio the 
outsiders are still making their presence 
known. Francisco “Chaleco” Lopez had 
managed to win in 2009 for the fi rst 
fi nish in Chile. Behind the wheel of a 
450cc Aprilia enrolled on the Dakar to 
make a point, the local kid did manage 
to achieve a very nice fourth place in 
the day’s ranking arriving 5min 06sec 
after Coma. The top fi ve of the general 
standings remains unchanged with 
Helder Rodrigues (third 23min 45sec 
behind Despres), Luca Manca (fourth 
at 29min 51sec) and Alain Duclos (fi fth 
at 38min 20sec) who all confi rm their 
intentions to shake up the ‘battle of the 
chiefs’. 
 New country, new terrain... 
the change in environment allows other 
drivers to make the headlines. Robby 
Gordon, who probably felt too enclosed 
on the Argentinean trails with his big 
Hummer, had the opportunity to open 
up and let loose the energy he had been 
containing for a few days. In addition to 
his talent and speed, the American also 
seems to be on a good luck streak this 
year. After 163km of jumps and slaloms 
around camel grass, he gets the best 
time of the day with just a one-second 
lead over Stephane Peterhansel. The 
vast landscape must remind him of 
Mauritania where he had won his fi rst 
special stage in Zouerat in 2007. 
 Gordon’s glorious feat is 
however not yet enough to shake up 
the struggle for fi nal victory in which 
Stéphane Peterhansel is still in the best 
position. Still very much at ease when he 
is opening the trail, the top BMW X-Raid 
driver had all intermediary best clocks 
closely tailed by Carlos Sainz and Nasser 
Al-Attiyah! If he lets the American get all 
the honours for the day, “Peter” who is 
now the sole bearer of his team’s hopes 
of victory after the withdrawal of Roma, 
keeps working hard and tidy. He now has 
a good 7min 36sec lead over Sainz who 
is his fi rst follower in the standings.

Truck 501 - Victory number 50 for Chagin!
Russian Vladimir Chagin (Kamaz), who has already 
won the fi rst two special stages of this 32nd edition, 
again came out victorious at the end of the 3rd 
special, fi nishing 11’56 ahead of his countryman and 
team-mate Firdaus Kabirov. It is the 50th special 
stage victory on the Dakar for Chagin, on the day 
before his 40th birthday, and gives him a lead of 
18’43 at the top of the general standings.
- Credit: www.dakar.com / ASO

Claudio Rodriguez: talented Chilean
It is well-known that you don’t have to be old to be 
talented. Claudio Rodriguez, the last number in the 
bike category is now the youngest rider in the 2010 
Dakar since the withdrawal of Rodrigo Caballero; 
he fi nished - almost without diffi culties - 31st in the 
Fiambala – Copiapo stage. Boosted by the arrival 
on home turf he also had the happy opportunity of 
crossing the fi nish line under the cheers of a crowd 
shouting his nickname: “Burrito! Burrito!” Well-known 
and certainly appreciated Claudio is now getting the 
fruit of the show he put on on the start poduim in 
Buenos Aires. First biker to parade he had all the 
time he needed to unroll the Chilean fl ag and sing 
the national anthem. “I think the images of that were 
shown in a constant loop in Chile but I have no idea 
where my nickname comes from”, admits the Vallenar 
rider with a giant smile. Vallenar is located just 150km 
south of Copiapo. “This is where I live. This is where 
I learned how to bike... in the desert around us.” 
He used this advantage for his very fi rst Dakar: “I 
see that Europeans cannot adjust to the mix of sand 
and rocks we have here.” Courageous and content 
to be racing home, Claudio is also using the good 
advice from his friends “Chaleco” and De Gavardo 
and entrusts his Husqvarna everynight to his dad the 
mechanic. This would be an ideal picture if it wasn’t 
for two things: his team, fi rst. Tamarugal confi scated 
his cell phone to avoir long calls from his “polola” 
Maria. And then his shyness. “I don’t even dare speak 
to Coma, Despres or Peterhansel. They are my idols 
so eating next to them at the bivouac is already a lot.”
- Credit: www.dakar.com / ASO

A new feather in his cap for Gerard De Rooy
Regular followers of the truck rally are used to a long 
wait for the images of the day, to enjoy the twists and 
turns of the race as well as the swerves and jumps 
which have become customary for Gerard De Rooy 
over the last few years. However, they have been 
deprived of the Dutchman’s verve this year after he 
withdrew from the Silk Way Rally with a squashed disc 
in his back. Immediately afterwards, the driver who 
is seen as the biggest rival to the Kamaz trucks had 
to undergo medical care for two weeks, before having 
an operation that left him with a scar along his back 
longer than 25 centimetres. “Three days afterwards, 
it wasn’t too painful, but I still had to wear a back 
support for three months and was forbidden from 
doing any sport at all. Now I’m feeling better, but 
there was no question of doing the rally in this state. 
I feel like an old man…”. Although he is not on the list 
of participants, Gerard De Rooy has a new feather in 
his cap this time round as a team manager, something 
that happened quite by chance: “Frenchman Jo Adua 
contacted me to ask if I wanted to rent my truck out 
to him including the assistance team. Since I had 
no hope at all of taking part in the Dakar, I accepted 
his proposal. As a result, I’m travelling in one of 
the support team cars and we have a truck with 
four mechanics to look after vehicle No. 507. It’s a 
different way of experiencing the rally and is a lot less 
stressful. What’s more, I’ve got air conditioning and 
a radio!”
- Credit: www.dakar.com / ASO



SS5: Wednesday 06 Jan
Copiapo - Antofagasta
Liaison: 90km
Special Stage: 483km
Liaison: 97km
In sport it is often said that success 
is something you can force. In the 
Antofagasta stage, it is a long and 
steady preparation, a whole biker’s life 
that has paid off for Francisco Lopez. 
Last year, he won the fi rst stage in Chile 
that had taken the raid to Valparaiso. He 
was riding a 690cc KTM back then. This 
year “Chaleco” was hired by Aprilia to 
try the 450cc adventure. Riding his new 
machine, the Chilean had no problem 
fi nding the familiar feel of the bike. It 
was already on a small Honda bike that 
he had made his debut in the rally raid 
winning e.g. the world champion title in 
2006. Even if he only discovered his new 
ride at the Pharaohs Rally, Lopez is now 
quite comfortable riding it all the more 
so that the tracks on today’s menu are 
the ones he trained on. 
 With the experience acquired, 
he will now have to also confi rm that 
he can get to the top of the standings… 
provided he fi nishes it for the fi rst time 
in his life. At any rate, podium prospects 
are getting closer for Lopez and for 
others because the road to Antofagasta 
was a real nightmare for the leaders. 
First, Marc Coma damaged his rear 
wheel then he lost half an hour before 
getting the wheel of Italian rider Luca 
Manca. This courteous – but hard to 
understand – gesture allowed the title 

holder to limit the damage but he is 
now 1h 16min 55sec behind Despres, 
who spent his day with “Chaleco”. Their 
pace was also the pace of David Casteu, 
then second in the overall standings but 
then came km 395 where the Sherco 
rider fell pretty badly. The stage ended 
abruptly for him with a bad open wound 
in the thigh and a helicopter transfer 
back to the bivouac: it is the fi rst time 
Casteu has to withdraw in seven Dakar 
participations.
 In the car category Volkswagen 
cleared the way in a rather radical 
fashion and fi nishes with a fi rst stage 
victory on the Dakar for Mark Miller, 
a triple stage victory with VW at all 
fi rst, second and third places and a 
provisional podium entirely monopolized 
by the Race Touareg with a pretty safe 
margin between them and their main 
rivals at the start of the raid. The US 
driver has missed several stage victories 
e.g. in 2009 the year he fi nished second 
of the rally. This is now ancient history 
with his victory in Antofagasta, not at 
the heart of the sand dunes he likes so 
much but on a fast track route where 
he was able to beat his team mates 
Carlos Sainz (second at 2min 10sec) and 
Nasser Al Attiyah (third at 4min 27sec). 
Moreover Sainz’s Race Touareg is now 
taking center stage of the rally with a 
4min 37sec lead over his Qatari team 
mate and a 9min 39sec lead over Miller. 
Beyond those three, Robby Gordon is 
ranking fourth but 59min 55sec behind 
Sainz. 

 If Volkswagen’s strategy for 
supremacy worked this well, it was 
also with a little help from destiny 
that almost completely eliminated 
Stéphane Peterhansel from the list of 
potential raid winners. The BMW X-3 
had declared itself “THE” car to beat 
since the encouragingly easy Fiambala 
victory. But at km 135 of today’s special 
stage, the favorite became a distant 
outsider following the rupture of his 
transmission axle. The triple Dakar 
winner fi rst stopped for over 50 minutes. 
Then further on, he got stuck again for 
another 25 minutes. In total the delay 
accumulated by “Peter” on this stage 
might be of over 2 hours. Putting him 
insurmountably far from the top of the 
standings. 
 In the truck category, Vladimir 
Chagin stayed away from major harm. 
But it is for him the end of a series of 
four consecutive victories for just 19 
seconds. This reversal of fortune is 
however not hard to swallow because 
today’s stage goes to his partner in 
crime Firdaus Kabirov. Additionally, this 
new victory for a Kamaz truck might 
even be another opportunity to toast 
among friends at the bivouac, as the 
title holder gets his 30th stage victory in 
a Dakar. Chagin remains in the lead in 
the overall standings in front of Kabirov. 
Marcel Van Vliet ranks provisional third 
but more than 3hours behind the Tsar.

Read next week’s issue of H&H for 
more Dakar 2010 action!

Above and far right below: Stephan Peter-Hansel. Far right above: Guerlain Chicherit. Credit: www.x-raid.de



AFRICA RACE: ECO RACE 2010
27 December 2009 - 10 January 2010

Leg One: December 30
Nador to Borj Frissate
Liaison: 164km
Special Stage: 145,19km
Liaison: 0km
Before the competitors in the Africa Eco 
Race even disembarked in Nador, they 
were able to appreciate the Moroccan 
sunshine with real summer weather. 
This fi rst short special stage allowed 
those taking part to get a fi rst idea of 
the diffi culties they are likely to face, to 
appreciate the philosophy of the road 
book and of the navigation – Rene Metge 
style!
 Even if it is important to take 
care on a fi rst special stage, there was 
no question of not enjoying the driving 
or navigating whilst becoming immersed 
in Africa.
 The fi rst 13km were rocky, 

very narrow, very winding, in particular 
for the trucks in the mountain sections, 
but the rest of the route was a delight 
for the navigators: as long as they kept 
a close eye on their bearings to avoid 
getting lost.
 In the Car category, Francois 
Lethier and Jean-Marie Lurquin set the 
fastest time in a Schlesser Buggy. A 
good start to the even t for this crew, 
who also had excellent results on the last 
edition of the Shamrock. A few seconds 
behind them was Jerome Pelichet with 
his Bowler Wildcat, the winner of the 
2009 Rally of the Pharoahs, second 
ahead of the Nissan Navara of Jacky 
Loomans. Jean-Louis Schlesser, who was 
fi ve minutes behind, commented that he 
had really enjoyed himself on this route. 
The general opinion was that this fi rst 
special stage was unanimously popular, 
especially among the navigators, who 
were able to spot Rene Metge’s mark on 
the road book.

The Africa Eco Race was fi rst run in 2009 as a “return to the 
initial values of the Rally Raids,” believes the organiser Rene 
Metge. The Africa Eco Race is seen as a return to simplicity, 
conviviality and authenticity in a “race where human and 
sporting values are more important than superfi cialities. 
HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS introduces you to the 2010 
edition of the Africa Race!

FOR THE SPIRIT OF RALLY RAIDING

Story by www.africarace.com
Pictures by www.africarace.com



 On two wheels, Marco 
Capodacqua took the fi rst laurels getting 
the better od his two compatriots, 
Alberto Dottori and Giovanni Stefani. 
With solidarity vital in those sectors with 
subtle navigation, our three musketeers 
kept close together.
 Among the trucks, Elisabete 
Jacinto dominated the class, placing her 
MAN truck ahead of Miklos Kovacs and 
Noel Essers. The Portuguese driver took 
the lead in the overall classifi cation by 
just over 40sec.

Leg Two: December 31
Borj-Frissate – La Momie 
Liaison: 0km
Special Stage: 207,85km
Liaison: 295,67km
The second leg took the competitors to 
the site of “The Mummy” - a mountain 
with angular forms, which has gained 
this name after the rather atypical 
scenery was used in the fi lm of the same 
name. Rather longer than that of the
day before, the day’s special stage was 
generally quite fast, with some deep 
depressions in the plains and valleys. 
Rene Metge had made a promise: “We 
have not removed all the stones from 
the Moroccan tracks, but we have 
removed as many rough passages as 
possible.” 
 The promise was kept, to the 
delight of the competitors. Despite 
everything, the navigation was far from 
easy. It was imperative, not to say 
mandatory, to follow the road book with
great precision to keep heading in the 
right direction and stay on the right 
track. And it must be said that there 
were a few u-turns…
 Over the 207 km timed stage, 
the Belgian driver Jacky Loomans 
set the best time, with an impressive 
pace. Despite a puncture and a small 
navigational mistake, his Nissan Navara 
allowed him to claim the win. Jacky 
Loomans and Frits Drietsman, his 
navigator, therefore fi nished 2009 in
fi ne style. Second in today’s stage, 
Jerome Pelichet and Eugenie Decre had 
a busy day in their Wildcat, but fi nished
just over fi ve minutes behind the ‘Flying 
Belgian’. In the overall classifi cation, 
the Franco-Swiss pair have taken the 
lead, but Loomans is close behind. 
Third today, the everlasting Jean-Louis 
Schlesser, with his Buggy, was a model 
team-mate, coming to the aide of 
Francois Lethier, who was suffering from 
a few brake problems. Wisely, the two 
blue Buggies showed great team spirit. 
In a waiting position, third overall, the 
‘Desert Fox’ is only a few seconds
behind Loomans. Congratulations to 
Vincent Demonceaux, fi fth today and 
fi fth overall.
 As for Edmond Pelichet, he was 
back on the air today, with his radio 
functioning again… closely followed by a 
very consistent Miroslav Kubicek. As far 
as the Egyptian drivers are concerned, 
“Mido” is more and more satisfi ed with 
the behaviour of his Desert Warrior, 
while as for Karim El Zanaty, his fi rst 
rally outside his homeland appears 

to be delighting him. Gilles Florin and 
Herve Cotel are in a good position, 
watching and waiting without gambling 
too much on the Moroccan tracks. Rudy 
Goeminne, with his Audi Buggy, appears 
to be getting the better of his problems, 
setting the tenth fastest time today.
 Juan Aibar, 7th overall, suffered 
today, but the Spanish duo has not 
stopped smiling. Jean-Jacques Jousseau 
is continuing his apprenticeship, as is 
his navigator, Frederick Fourdraine! 
Stephane Corso, who rolled his vehicle
yesterday in the fi rst stage (without 
serious damage) has not lost his 
motivation and took to the track this 
morning with a slightly rumpled Pajero. 
As for the Asloun family (father and 
daughter), a number of problems 
yesterday and some electronic issues 
slightly spoiled their start, but it would 
take more than that to discourage the 
driver of the Ch’ti Kangoo, and his 
objective remains the Rose Lake.
 In the Truck category, Mr Miklos 
Kovacs took control, determined not to 
let Elisabete Jacinto disappear into the
distance. The Hungarian driver set the 
fastest time, and has a 47sec lead in 
the overall classifi cation in front of the 
Portuguese driver.
 On two wheels, Giovanni Stefani 
got the better of his two compatriots 
today, but in the overall classifi cation, it 
is Alberto Dottori who is in the lead.

Leg Three: January 01
La Momie – Mrhimina
Liaison: 4,2km 
Special Stage: 433,62km
Liaison: 50,72km
The fi rst day of 2010 was defi nitely 
not a rest day, even though a tasty 
programme was in store for the 
competitors.
 The fi rst twenty kilometres 
took place in a magnifi cent plain on a 
good track, but which was often twisty. 
Reaching some low mountains, it was 
important to keep a close eye on the 
navigation.
 A rocky, rough pass with a 
number of depressions came before 
the wide open spaces. A fast plateau, 
a rolling track and a big saline lake 
towards the mountains made up the rest 
of the day’s programme.
 At the 240 km point, it was time 
to get down to the serious business, with 
small dunes, often broken, interspersed
with small fl at saline lakes.
 The last part of this third special 
stage went through the Draa wadi, the 
major Chegaga dunes and fi nally the 
Iriqui Lake, a magical panorama!
 Although Jacky Loomans set 
off in fi rst position this morning, it did 
not take long for Jean-Louis Schlesser 
to fi rst catch, and then overtake him. 
François Lethier soon did likewise. 
Without a tyre defl ating system, and 
forced to go through the dunes with 
great care, the ‘Desert Fox’ did not lose 
his head, although he did give himself 
quite a scare by stopping dead right at 
the edge of an enormous dip. Having 
avoided a catastrophe, the driver of 

the blue Buggy stormed towards the 
fi nish line, claiming his fi rst stage 
win ahead of his team-mate Francois 
Lethier, who was delayed by a puncture 
and a blocked jack. Jacky Loomans, 
yesterday’s winner, lost some precious 
minutes after a puncture and becoming 
beached on top of a dune. In the overall 
classifi cation, the Belgian driver is lying 
third, approximately four minutes behind 
the new leader, Jean Louis Schlesser, 
who leads ahead of his team-mate.
 Today’s big loser was Jerome 
Pelichet. After a brilliant performance 
which would certainly have given him 
the stage win, the Bowler Wildcat driver 
saw some worrying blue smoke coming 
from his bonnet. Having added oil, the 
Franco-Swiss team continued carefully 
towards the fi nish line, where they 
discovered a broken piston. Team Raid 
Lynx is not giving up, however, and will 
do everything they can so that Jerome 
and Eugenie can continue tomorrow 
morning. 
 A fi ne performance from “Mido” 
should also be mentioned, as he set the 
fi fth fastest time today, despite a small
navigational mistake in the dunes, 
which took around 50 km to get back 
on the right track. The sand, softer than 
expected, surprised all the competitors, 
who, despite a few problems, found the 
stage magnifi cent, once again.
 Among the unluckier 
competitors, Rudy Goeminne suffered 
a pierced radiator on his Audi Buggy, 
Karim El Zanaty, had a broken 
distribution cable pulley bearing, while 
the unfortunate Mohamed Asloun, 
driving the Ch’ti Kangoo, once again 
suffered electronic problems.
 Among the trucks, it was a bad 
day for Elisabete Jacinto, who is now ten 
minutes behind Miklos Kovacs, who is 
still in the lead. The Portuguese driver 
fi rst suffered a rear right puncture, and 
then became stuck in the dunes… a 
tough day. Noel Essers also suffered a 
few misadventures.
 On two wheels, fi nally, the 
Italian clan suffered today. Alberto 
Dottori pulled off his fuel tap before 
breaking down. This evening, Marco 
Capodacqua was leading the category.

Leg Four: January 02
Mrhimina – Agadir 
Liaison: 0km 
Special Stage: 300,30km 
Liaison: 351,14km
There was no way that this fourth timed 
stage could be called “easy”, but, once 
again, the wonderful mountain scenery 
defi nitely made it worthwhile!
 From the 70 km point until 
the fi nish line, the route was extremely 
varied: the track, which was often rocky, 
went through saline lakes, bumps, dips, 
soft sand, major wadis with vegetation, 
up hill and downhill into beautiful 
valleys… Even if the navigation became 
easier towards the end, it was better to 
remain between the cairns - when there 
were any.
 Today saw a second consecutive 
stage win for Jean-Louis Schlesser, 



ahead of his team-mate François 
Lethier. The gap was considerable, and 
the ‘blues’ are disappearing into the 
distance, leaving Jacky Loomans 57 
minutes behind.
 The surprise of the day was 
Jean-Jacques Jousseau, third on 
today’s stage with his Toyota. For his 
very fi rst rally, the Parisian put in a 
perfect performance, setting the right 
pace and with no mistakes from his 
navigator Frederick Fourdraine. Well 
done, gentlemen! However, it was a bad 
day for Jacky Loomans, who lost time 
after suffering a puncture, and losing his 
way in the saline lake. Edmond Pelichet 
solved his radio and Terratrip problems, 
and when the material works properly, 
the results come too: a superb fi fth 
place fi nish. Vincent Demonceaux and 
Jose Castan continue their journey with 
clockwork-like regularity, sixth today and 
sixth overall. As for Jerome Pelichet, who 
came close to throwing in the towel this 
morning (4 km after the start), fi nally 
reached the fi nish line having added six 
litres of oil and offered up many prayers 
to keep his engine pressure up. 
 In the Egyptian clan, there 
were no particular problems for “Mido” 
today, who was however complaining of 
back pain. As for Karim El Zanaty, his 
apprenticeship of the Moroccan tracks 
is continuing. Behind the wheel of the 
Cotel Buggy, Gilles Florin was being 
philosophical: it’s a long way to Dakar. 
Miroslav Kubicek is enjoying himself 
day after day, and his Range Rover is 
running like clockwork and the driver is 
smiling.
 Among the trucks, Noel Essers 
set the best time. The Belgian driver 
played the right hand with perfect 
navigation, despite two punctures. As 
for Miklos Kovacs, he had quite a scare 
when the cabin of his Scania started 
to move, 50 km from the fi nish line. 
The Hungarian has kept the lead of the 
overall classifi cation, 22min ahead of 
Elisabete Jacinto. Speaking of Elisabete, 
she had some electronic problems today, 
and having led for much of the special 
stage, she lost time towards the end.
 In the bikes category, Giovanni 
Stefani was the fastest today. Convinced 
he had fallen to the last place due to two
punctures to his fuel tank, the Italian 
fi nally crossed the fi nish line with a 
25min lead. At the same time, he has
taken the lead in the overall 
classifi cation. The rest day tomorrow in 
Agadir will be welcome for everyone. 
A perfect opportunity to get both the 
competitors and their vehicles back in 
top condition.

Rest Day: January 03
Agadir 

Leg Five: January 04
Agadir - Greid Lareich
Liaison: 356,20km
Special Stage: 304,51 km
Liaison: 78,51km
The Africa Eco Race 2010 got back 
underway today after a well-deserved 

rest day at the seaside resort of Agadir. 
The timed stage between Agadir 
and Greid Lareich was beautiful, and 
generally very fast. Towards the end 
of the route, a few dunes made their 
appearance, without causing any 
problems. 
 From the start to the 103 
km point, it was vital to follow the 
headings, while trying to stay on the 
main route.  Various rocky descents 
took the competitors to a track which 
became gradually more sandy, but still 
very winding. Towards the 250 km point, 
there were some winding routes between 
the dunes, with the terrain very soft in 
sections. To avoid the potential traps of 
the parallel tracks, it was essential to 
follow the right direction. 
 Once again, the ‘blues’ were in 
control over the 300 km timed stage. 
This stage, which was very fast, proved 
to be no problem for the Schlesser 
Buggies, which set another one-two, 
Jean-Louis Schlesser in the lead. After 
spending the rest day working on his car, 
Jerome Pelichet gained a second wind. In 
Agadir, the Wildcat gained a new piston, 
as well as a replaced air temperature 
sensor (which was probably behind the 
breakdown on the fourth stage). Setting 
the third-fastest time today, Jerome was 
smiling again. But one Pelichet can hide 
another one. And his father, Edmond, 
enjoyed every kilometer today, and set 
the fourth fastest time.
  As for Jacky Loomans, he was 
very careful today. Slightly superstitious, 
the Belgian driver has previously been 
forced to retire on three previous 
occasions on the stage after the rest 
day, so today he was keen not to tempt 
fate. In sixth position, “Mido”, (fi fth 
overall), is still consistent and effi cient 
behind the wheel of his Desert Warrior. 
 Gilles Florin is following his 
strategy to the letter. Without hurry, 
he is managing his race. After his 
performance in the fourth stage (third 
fastest), Jean Jacques Jousseau was less 
successful today. But, a broken exhaust 
and a blown rim did not affect team’s 
morale as they were heard singing 
Charles Aznavour’s La Boheme during 
the stage... 
 Miroslav Kubicek, with the 
Range Rover Classic, is still enjoying 
himself, going – as he likes to say – fl at 
out with a top speed of 110km/h on 
the salt lake. The Swiss drivers are still 
smiling and enjoying every moment. 
Juan Aibar with the Toyota had a cloud-
free day, without any problems, and 
the Spanish driver really enjoyed the 
exercise. 
 Slightly late, but within sight 
of the bivouac, Stephane Corso, Momo 
Asloun and Rudy Goeminne should 
soon join the rest of the pack. Among 
the trucks, the duel between Kovacs 
and Jacinto carries on. Today, Elisabete 
gained two minutes on the Hungarian 
driver, who is holding on to the lead.  
Like a bodyguard, he kept up with 
Elisabete throughout the stage, after 
she overtook him a few kilometres after 
the start. Noel Essers put in a cautious 
stage, like Stephane Olivier, who had a 



clear run today.
  Finally, on two wheels, Alberto 
Dottori put in a faultless performance, 
claiming full honours today with the 
stage win (with a lead of 2min) and 
taking the fi rst place in the overall 
classifi cation, just 2sec ahead of Marco 
Capodacqua. However, Giovanni Stefani 
lost 27min and is now 11min behind the 
leader.  

Leg Six: January 05
Greid Lareich - Boulanouar
Liaison: 0km
Special Stage: 183,72km
Liaison: 720km
The fi nal special stage in Morocco before 
entering the Mauritanian territory, the 
timed sector of the sixth stage was 
short, but followed by a long liaison in 
order to reach the border. The route 
had two totally different aspects, taking 
place over two sorts of terrain. The fi rst 
part was sandy, with some small dunes 
to cross, before the track became faster, 
between the cairns. But afterwards, the 
sand was replaced by an increasingly 
rocky track until the fi nish line, leading 
to a number of punctures. There were a 
number of parallel tracks, meaning that 
it was vital to follow the bearings to the 
letter, as everything looked the same. 
The navigators had plenty to do.
 Today’s special stage came 
down to a single second between Jacky 
Loomans and Jerome Pelichet. Despite 
three punctures, including two at the 
same time, the Belgian driver kept the 
advantage, delighting the cameramen 
by sliding over the fi nish line. Also 
suffering a puncture, the Bowler Wildcat 
seems to be back on form, to the 
delight of its driver, Jerome Pelichet: “I 
followed the directions given by Eugenie 
exactly, without worrying about the two 
Schlesser buggies, which went off in a 
different direction. It was a good stage, 
even if Jacky beat us by one second…”  
 As far as Team Schlesser is 
concerned: “No stress… Now, we have 
to manage the Mauritanian section, 
trying not to get stuck in the sand, while 
keeping a close eye on the navigation.”  
 Overall, Jean-Louis Schlesser 
has a comfortable lead, as does  
François Lethier, over Jerome Pelichet 
and Jacky Loomans. Edmond Pelichet 
has now got his bearings and was 
keeping up with the leading quartet, 
despite a puncture. There was also a 
puncture for the Egyptian driver “Mido” 
who preferred a cautious stage rather 

than gambling on his hopes the day 
before the Mauritanian stages, where he 
will be back on his favourite terrain: the 
sand. The Audi Buggy driven by Rudy 
Goeminne was unlucky today, suffering 
from overheating and a shortened stage. 
Most of the pack is continuing at their 
own pace, including the Ch’ti Kangoo… 
all should reach the Boulanouar bivouac, 
in Mauritania, by this evening.  
 Miklos Kovacs set the best 
time today among the trucks. Over this 
extremely fast terrain, the Hungarian 
driver’s Scania got the better of 
Elisabete Jacinto’s MAN. The Portuguese 
driver may have had less horsepower, 
but she was still extremely satisfi ed to 
be fi ghting with the Hungarian colossus. 
 On two wheels, the Italian trio 
continues their progress, with Alberto 
Dottori still leading the class.

Leg Seven: January 06
Boulanouar - Tabrenkout
Liaison: 0km
Special Stage: 398,05km
Liaison: 38,40km
As beautiful and captivating as ever… 
Mauritania! In this sea of sand, the 
competitors were engulfed by the 
immensity that surrounded them. With 
sand dunes stretching to the horizon, it
was an amazing moment for all those 
who love the wide open spaces and the 
Sahara. This fi rst special stage in
Mauritania was beautiful, with plenty 
of dunes. A totally new timed stage, a 
route which no previous rally had taken. 
On the day’s menu, plenty of off-track,
alternating fast plateaus, vegetation, 
grassy valleys, camel grass, dunes and 
rocky sections. Application and
concentration was necessary, especially 
as the sand was particularly soft.
 Between Boulanouar and 
Tabrenkout (around thirty kilometres 
from Akjoujt), the 398km timed stage 
was far from restful, especially for those 
drivers unfamiliar with the dunes. In 
masterly fashion, Jean-Louis Schlesser,
nicknamed the Desert Fox, won the 
stage in his Buggy, bringing in his wake 
his team-mate Francois Lethier, rather 
nervous of his fi rst Mauritanian stage.
Jérôme Pelichet, behind the wheel of his 
Wildcat, a light and agile car, was right 
behind the two blue buggies, while Jacky 
Loomans lost some time after hitting a 
big rock, which caused some damage 
to the underside as well as a small oil 
leak. Still on the pace, Edmond Pelichet 
enjoyed his day, admitting that he had 

a good feeling for the sand. Miroslav 
Kubicek was ‘surfi ng’ and really enjoyed 
himself. The Swiss driver did not get 
stuck a single time, having fun behind 
the wheel of his Range Rover Classic and 
fi nishing sixth.
 In Team Egypt, “Mido” put in 
a fi ne performance, and lost time that 
did not change anything in the overall 
classifi cation, as the Egyptian is holding 
tightly to his fi fth position. In the Cotel 
buggy driven by Gilles Florin, the day 
was partly used to test (successfully) a 
new system of infl ating and defl ating the 
tyres. Recurring overheating problems 
nevertheless prevented the crew of
Florin-Cotel from a good performance.
Jean-Jacques Jousseau is continuing 
his apprenticeship. Discovering new 
playgrounds and new diffi culties 
every day, the rookie, with his Toyota, 
completed the task with enthusiasm. 
 It was more diffi cult, however, 
for the Ch’ti Kangoo… Having fi nished 
the last two stages at 100%, today’s 
exercise was more complicated, even 
if Momo Asloun showed as much 
determination as ever… There were 
diffi culties too for Rudy Goeminne’s 
Buggy and the Toyota of Juan Aibar. 
As for Vincent Demonceaux, his 
engine is close to giving up. It is very 
disappointing, as the Bowler Nemesis
has been extremely consistent.
 Among the trucks, even if 
Miklos Kovacs dominates his subject 
perfectly, this 7th stage will stick in 
his memory. Over just 15 metres, he 
got stuck in the dunes no fewer than 
eight times. The Hungarian colossus 
and his navigators spent more than 90 
minutes with their shovels. But that does 
not change the overall classifi cation, 
because Elisabete Jacinto, facing injector 
problems, was not able to cross the 
main dunes. The Portuguese driver had 
to reach the bivouac on the tarmac. And 
well done to Noel Essers who claimed his 
second stage win.
 On two wheels, Alberto Dottori 
claimed the stage win with a lead of two
minutes ahead of Marco Capodacqua. 
The two Italians spent a while searching
for the waypoints, but crossed the fi nish 
line together. Giovanni Stefani had
some problems with a broken chain. 
There is still a long way to go, and the
loop around Tabrenkout, tomorrow, 
should be the highpoint of this second
edition of the Africa Eco Race.

More Africa Race 2010 action in next 
week’s issue of H&H!




